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A nonlinear multi-image encryption scheme is proposed by combining the reality-preserving discrete fractional angular
transform with the deoxyribonucleic acid sequence operations. Four approximation coefficients of the four images are extracted
by performing the two-dimensional lifting wavelet transform. .en, the four approximation coefficients are synthesized to
generate a real-valued output with the reality-preserving discrete fractional angular transform. Finally, based on the deoxy-
ribonucleic acid operation and the Logistic-sine system, the real-valued intermedium output will be encrypted to yield the final
ciphertext image. To enhance the security of the image encryption algorithm, the initial value of the chaotic system is calculated by
the 256-bit binary sequence, which is obtained by taking the statistics information of the plaintext images as the input of SHA-256.
Deoxyribonucleic acid sequence operations, as nonlinear processes, could help to improve the robustness of the cryptosystem.
Simulation results and security analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of the image encryption algorithm and the capability of
withstanding various common attacks.

1. Introduction

Images can cover plentiful information and play an essential
part in information transmission or processing. To enhance
the security of private data in the rapidly developing digital
age, more and more people focus on how to design an image
encryption algorithm to prevent the leakage of original
private information. In the past, many image encryption
algorithms have been proposed with different techniques
[1–11]. In the optical cryptosystem, since Refregier et al. first
invented the double random phase encoding (DRPE)
scheme, more DRPE-based algorithms have been developed
[12–14]. Nevertheless, considering the inherent character-
istic of linearity of these algorithms, DRPE-based crypto-
systems still have the potential risk to be cracked with some
special attacks [15–17]. In [18], based on the nonlinearity of
phase-truncated Fourier transform (PTFT), Qin et al.

explored an asymmetric cryptosystem to improve the
weakness of linearity of the DRPE algorithms. .e impor-
tance of the PTFT-based cryptosystem is undeniable.
However, the encryption keys in this cryptosystem will be
used as public keys and to encode plaintext. .at is to say,
known public keys and ciphertexts combined with an it-
erative amplitude-phase retrieval algorithm pose a great risk
to this cryptosystem. .en, many nonlinear encryption
schemes were applied to promote the reliability of the image
cryptosystem [19–21].

In recent years, chaos-based image encryption algo-
rithms have turned into one of the hot topics for their great
dynamical performances. Image encryption algorithms
combining mathematical transform with chaotic maps have
been proposed successively for better security. Derived from
one-dimensional (1D) chaotic maps, the Sine and Logistic
maps, Hua et al. described the 2D Logistic-sine map and its
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extension version, the 2D Logistic-adjusted-sine map, to
encrypt images for higher robustness and lower time
complexity [4, 22]. Besides, an image encryption algorithm
that combined a 3D Logistic map with the electrocardio-
graph signal was presented by Ye et al. for a dynamic key
[23]. In [24], Chen et al. proposed a single-channel optical
asymmetric cryptosystem by encoding the RGB format of
original images into the 2D format firstly and then employed
the Ushiki chaotic system to generate the random phase
mask in fractional Fourier transform (FrFT). In practice,
given a situation with finite computing precision, the dy-
namical performance of the chaos-based cryptosystem will
lower down. .us, to reduce execution time on low-preci-
sion, Chen et al. proposed a new 2D hyperchaotic map,
which was deduced from the Sine map, the Chebyshev map,
and a linear function [25]. In addition, Wang et al. designed
a method that conducts twice parallel diffusion in divided
groups and bidirectional diffusion in the last two pixels of
each group, which introduced a parallel model into diffusion
operations [26]. Besides, for more efficient scrambling op-
eration in chaos-based image encryption schemes, Xian and
Wang explored a new square matrix with fractal properties
in ordering (FSM), where the elements of this matrix can be
generated iteratively and have a self-similar form [27].

Scrambling and diffusion operations in transform
domains are effective tools for image encryption, such as
the fractional Mellin transform (FrMT) [8], FrFT [9, 28],
Fresnel transform [29, 30], and fractional angular trans-
form (FrAT) [31, 32], in which the security of the key can be
guaranteed with the use of additional parameters. .e
traditional Fourier transform is a special case of the FrFT,
and Ozaktas et al. provided a detailed discussion about the
FrFT in the book [33]. Based on the DRPE, Liu et al. ex-
plored the scrambling operation and the FrFT to com-
pensate for possible plaintext attacks [28]. In the 2D-FrFT
domain, Gao et al. proved the property of frequency shift-
invariant, which presented in the magnitude of image
restructuring from phase information. And this property is
illustrated to enhance the robustness of image encryption
[34]. Zhou et al. first introduced the FrMT into the field of
image encryption to surmount the impuissance of linear
cryptosystem [8]. In order to reduce the burden of cal-
culation, Liu et al. conducted FrAT in the discrete domain
and defined DFrAT with two parameters of angle and
fractional order [31, 35]. Nevertheless, these schemes with
fractional transforms are complex value transforms, which
means the output values are complex numbers, which is
inconvenient to transfer, display, and store. Venturini et al.
presented a reality-preserving form of the fractional-order
transform and provided a solution to real-valued image
encryption [36]. Subsequently, a series of algorithms were
improved based on the reality-preserving technique, such
as the reality-preserving multiple parameters FrFT, the
reality-preserving fractional Hartley transform, and the
reality-preserving DFrAT [37–40].

However, image encryption schemes in [11, 23, 34, 40–43]
are all applicable to encrypt a single image, which may not be
efficient in the era of big data. .us, to meet the demands of
high image encryption efficiency, we proposed a scheme to
encrypt multiple images simultaneously. By considering the
convenience of real-valued output, the reality-preserving dis-
crete fractional angular transform (RPDFrAT) is introduced in
our proposed scheme. In addition, the DNA sequence oper-
ation and the Logistic-sine chaotic system are combined for the
scrambling-diffusion operation to yield the final ciphertext
image, which provides a high level of robustness.

.e rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2,
we retrospect the background knowledge of the algorithm.
.e details of the proposed encryption scheme are delin-
eated in Section 3. Simulation results and security analysis of
the cryptosystem are depicted in Section 4. Finally, a brief
conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Background Knowledge

2.1. -e Logistic-Sine Chaotic System. .e Logistic-sine
system consisting of the Logistic map and the Sine map can
be expressed as [44]

xn+1 � μxn 1 − xn(  +(4 − μ)sin πxn mod1, (1)

where xn is the produced sequence, μ is the control pa-
rameter in the range of (0, 4], and mod denotes the modulus
operation.

2.2.Reality-PreservingDiscreteFractionalAngularTransform.
.e DFrAT is derived from the discrete fractional Fourier
transform and discrete fraction random transform [35]. .e
definition of the DFrAT is

L
α,β
N � K

β
ND

α
N K

β
N 

T
, (2)

where T represents the transpose operation.Kβ
N is defined by

an angle β and consists of the eigenvectors of the DFrAT.
Dα

N � diag λαk k�0,1,...,N−1 is a diagonal matrix, λαk � exp
(−jkα) is the eigenvalue of the DFrAT, and α is the fractional
order.

.e RPDFrAT is defined according to the method of
deriving the reality-preserving forms from the fractional
transform [6, 35]. .e specific procedures are as follows.

(1) If s � s1, s2, . . . , sN 
T is a real signal with length N,

then the signal is constructed as a complex vector
s
⌢

� s1 + j × sN/2+1, s2 + j × sN/2+2, . . . , sN/2 + j × sN

}T of length N/2 (N is even). If N is odd, the first
value of the original data is divided into two half-
valued parts and one of them is taken as the last
component.

(2) L
α,β
N/2 is expressed as a complex-valued DFrATmatrix

of size N/2, and then w
⌢ is calculated as
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where Re(·) and Im(·) represent the operations to
distill the real part and the imaginary part of the
signal, respectively.

(3) .e RPDFrAT is defined as
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(4)

2.3. DNA Sequence

2.3.1. DNA Coding. .ere are four nucleobases in a DNA
sequence: T (thymine), C (cytosine), A (adenine), and G
(guanine). According to the principle of complementary
bases pairing, A and T are complementary, so are C and
G. Similarly, in the binary code, 0 and 1 are comple-
mentary, so are 01 and 10, 00 and 11. Each nucleobase is
represented with a 2-bit binary and will produce 24 kinds of
coding methods. However, only 8 of the 24 encoding rules
satisfy the complementary rule [45]. Table 1 shows these 8
encoding rules.

2.3.2. DNA Sequence Operations. According to the binary
operation rules, the addition, subtraction, and XOR oper-
ation rules of the DNA sequences can be realized. For DNA
encoding rule 1, the three operation rules of DNA sequences
are shown in Tables 2–4, respectively.

2.3.3. DNA Complementary Rules. Table 5 lists the six
groups of DNA complementary rules, which satisfy the
following equations.

bi ≠K bi( ≠K K bi( ( ≠K K K bi( ( ( ;

bi � K K K K bi( ( ( ( ,
 (5)

where bi and K(bi) represent the nucleotide and the base
pair of bi, respectively.

3. Proposed Scheme

3.1.-eGeneration of the Key. For higher security, the SHA-
256 algorithm is adopted to engender the keys related to the
four plaintext images for the chaotic system. .e detailed
steps are as follows:

Step 1. .e pixels of the reshaped image, which were
obtained with the 2D LWT from four plaintext images,
are used as inputs of SHA-256, resulting in a 256-bit
hash value.

hv � h1, h2, . . . , h255, h256, (6)

Step 2.Divide the 256-bit hash value into two sequences
h1 � hv(1: 128) and h2 � hv(129: 256) , and then
calculate the hamming distance [46].

hm � HM(h1, h2), (7)

where HM(·) represents the Hamming distance
function.
Step 3. Generate the initial values ζ1 and ζ2 of the
Logistic-sine system with the following mathematical
expressions:

ζ0 � mod
hm

256
, 1  + 1,

ζ1 � mod ζ0 ×
106

256
, 1 ,

ζ2 � mod ζ1 ×
106

256
, 1  + 0.4,

(8)

where ζ0 is a normalized result and mod(·) denotes the
modulus operation.

3.2. Encryption Algorithm Based on the RPDFrAT. .e
proposed image encryption process is shown in Figure 1.
And the detail is as follows:

Step 1. .e four grayscale images of size N × N are
decomposed by the 2D LWT, and then the four
subimages of size (N/2) × (N/2) can be obtained by
extracting the approximation coefficients.
Step 2. .e pixels of the four subimages of size
(N/2) × (N/2) are united into one matrix F of size
N × N by reshaping the approximation coefficients
of the four real images extracted from Step 1. And
then, F is encrypted by the RPDFrAT to obtain a
real-value image H0, as shown in equations (2)–(4).
Step 3. Elements in matrix H0 are mapped into
integers ranging from 0 to 255 as

H1 � round 255 ×
H0 − Hmin

Hmax − Hmin
 , (9)

where round[k] denotes the nearest integer to k,
matrix H1 is obtained with the mapping operation,
and Hmax and Hmin represent the maximal value and
the minimal one in H0, separately.
Step 4. .e real-value image H1 and the integer
sequence generated with the Logistic-sine system are
encrypted by the DNA sequence operations.
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Table 1: DNA encoding rules.

Rule 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
00 A A T T G G C C
01 C G C G T A T A
10 G C G C A T A T
11 T T A A C C G G

Table 2: DNA addition rule for the DNA encoding rule 1.

+ T A C G
T G T A C
A T A C G
C A C G T
G C G T A

Table 3: DNA subtraction rule for the DNA encoding rule 1.

– T A C G
T A T G C
A C A T G
C G C A T
G T G C A

Table 4: DNA XOR rule for DNA encoding rule 1.

XOR A G C T
A A G C T
G G A T C
C C T A G
T T C G A

Table 5: DNA complementary rules.

Rule 1 K1(A) � T, K1(T) � G, K1(G) � C, K1(C) � A

Rule 2 K2(A) � G, K2(G) � C, K2(C) � T, K2(T) � A

Rule 3 K3(A) � G, K3(G) � T, K3(T) � C, K3(C) � A

Rule 4 K4(A) � T, K4(T) � C, K4(C) � G, K4(G) � A

Rule 5 K5(A) � C, K5(C) � T, K5(T) � G, K5(G) � A

Rule 6 K6(A) � C, K6(C) � G, K6(G) � T, K6(T) � A

RPDFrAT

LWT2

LWT2

LWT2

LWT2

DNA 
operations Scrambling Ciphertext 

image

Plaintext image P1
SHA-256 Logistic-sine 

system

Plaintext image P2

Plaintext image P3

Plaintext image P4

Figure 1: .e proposed nonlinear multi-image encryption scheme.
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d(l) �

Rq1
H2(l) , S3(l) � A;

Rq2
H2(l) , S3(l) � G;

Rq3
H2(l) , S3(l) � C;

Rq4
H2(l) , S3(l) � T,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

(1) .e integer sequence produced by the Logistic-sine
system with the initial input ζ1 is divided into S1 and
S2 of length N × N.

(2) .e elements in image H1, sequence S1, and se-
quence S2 are converted into 8-bit binary sequences,
respectively. Next, the three 8-bit binary sequences
are encrypted into associated DNA sequences H2, S3,
and S4 of length 4N2 according to DNA encoding
rule 1.

(3) .e DNA sequence H2 is encrypted with the DNA
complementary rules as
where q1, q2, q3, q4 ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6{ }, l � 1, 2, . . . , 4N2,
A, G, C, and T are the nucleobases, and Rq(·) repre-
sents the q-th DNA complementary rule.

M(l) � S4(l)⊗ d(l), (11)

(4) .e encrypted DNA sequence M(l) is generated
with the DNA XOR principle shown in Table 4,
where l � 1, 2, . . . , 4N2 and “⊗ ” denotes the XOR
operation.

(5) Decode the DNA sequence M(l) with the DNA
decoding Rule 5. .en, convert the results into
decimal numbers to acquire image P. Moreover, the
image P is processed to yield a new image P1 through
P1 � (P × [Hmax − Hmin]/255) + Hmin.
Step 5. .e final encrypted image is acquired by
confusing the output image P1 with the Logistic-sine
system under controlling the initial value ζ2. .e
scrambling method is as follows:

(1) Generate a sequence λ1 of length N × N by the
Logistic-sine system under the control of the
initial value ζ2. Next, the sequence λ1 is sorted in
an ascending order to generate an index se-
quence g1, which represents the corresponding
index value sequence of the sorted λ1.

(2) .e index sequence g1, whose elements are integers
and spread between 1 and N × N, can be used to
confuse the positions of pixels in image P1.

E g1(i)(  � P1(i), (12)

where i � 1, 2, . . . , N2, P1(i) is the i-th pixel in image
P1, g1(i) represents the i-th elements in the index
sequence g1, and E denotes the scrambled image.

3.3. Decryption Algorithm. In this paper, the proposed en-
cryption algorithm is symmetric; in a simple way, image
decryption is a reverse process of encryption one. Since the
keys of encryption and decryption algorithm are consistent
and the DNA coding is a reversible process according to

relevant rules, the encrypted image can be decrypted with a
series of reverse processes..rough inverse scrambling, DNA
decoding, inverse RPDFrAT, and inverse 2D LWT, one can
recover four plaintext images from the encrypted image.

4. Simulation Results and Security Analysis

A series of experiments are implemented on MATLAB
(version R2016a) to verify the security and effectiveness of
the proposed scheme. .ree groups of grayscale images of
size 256 × 256 are selected as the test images, where images
“Peppers,” “House,” “Elaine,” and “Bridge” are referred to
test group 1, “Baboon,” “Lax,” “Woman,” and “Barbara” are
referred to test group 2, and “Couple,” “Airfield,” “Flowers,”
and “Lake” are referred to test group 3.

4.1. Encryption and Decryption Results. .e initial values of
the Logistic-sine system are calculated as ζ1 � 0.5762,
μ1 � 3.99, ζ2 � 1.0714, and μ2 � 3.89..e parameter α of the
RPDFrAT is set as 0.2. .e original images of test group 1
with 256 × 256 pixels are shown in Figures 2(a)–2(d). .e
encrypted image is given in Figure 2(e), and the corre-
sponding decryption images with the correct keys are dis-
played in Figures 2(f )–2(i), respectively. From the
encryption and decryption results shown in Figure 2, it is
obvious that one cannot intuitively capture any valuable
information from the encrypted images. And compared with
the plaintext images, the corresponding decryption images
show no significant differences.

2D LWT needs less memory space, has time-frequency
localization capability, and can be calculated more effi-
ciently. In the proposed scheme, four detail components
including approximation coefficient LL, horizontal detail
component HL, vertical detail component LH, and diagonal
detail component HH are extracted from test images with
the 2D LWT. Calculably, the sizes of the suiting detail
components are 128 × 128 for the original images of size
256 × 256. To evaluate the decryption results of the three test
groups, the values of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
for decrypted images with different detail components were
calculated with the mean square error (MSE).

MSE �
1

N
2 

N

m�1

N

n�1
[R(m, n) − B(m, n)]

2
,PSNR � 10log10

2552

MSE
 ,

(13)

where N2 denotes the size of test images, and R(m, n) and
B(m, n) represent the pixel values of the plaintext image
and decrypted one at position (m, n), severally. From
Tables 6–8, by comparing the value of the PSNR, the more
the detailed components are contained in encrypted im-
ages, the higher the quality decryption images are recov-
ered. Besides, for more components, the size of the
encrypted image is expanded from 256 × 256 to 512 × 512.
It can be concluded that the proposed scheme can me-
liorate the efficiency of encryption and has a good per-
formance in encryption and decryption.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

(i)

Figure 2: Encrypted and decrypted images for test group 1: (a) Peppers, (b) House, (c) Elaine, (d) Bridge, (e) encrypted image, (f ) decrypted
“Peppers,” (g) decrypted “House,” (h) decrypted “Elaine,” and (i) decrypted “Bridge”.

Table 6: PSNR values for different subimages in test group 1.

Image
PSNR (dB)

Resolution ratio
Peppers House Elaine Bridge

LL 23.8991 28.0304 24.7152 24.8944

256 × 256LL + HL 24.5692 29.7437 27.3227 28.2862
LL + LH 28.2129 29.0744 28.1203 26.6629
LL + HH 23.5328 28.2238 25.2936 25.4404
LL + HL + LH 24.801 31.7226 28.7284 32.4214

512 × 512LL + HL + HH 20.4607 30.3214 26.8095 28.8676
LL + LH + HH 23.4738 29.5268 28.4828 26.9537
LL + HL + LH + HH 44.819 32.0278 35.0628 46.598

Table 7: PSNR values for different subimages in test group 2.

Image
PSNR (dB)

Resolution ratio
Baboon Lax Woman Barbara

LL 18.0353 22.4549 17.3189 23.0936

256 × 256LL + HL 20.0236 24.0307 18.4896 24.6340
LL + LH 18.4570 25.3754 20.1867 25.5969
LL + HH 18.5045 23.2808 18.3846 24.2337
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4.2. Histogram Analysis and Chi-Square Test. .e histogram
is one of the important statistical assessment tools for
cryptosystem. By comparing the characteristics of the
plaintext image histograms and the ciphertext histograms,
one can analyze the ability of the proposed scheme to ho-
mogenize encrypted image histograms. Figures 3(a)–3(l) are
the histograms of the original images, which are distributed
differently and disorganized. Figures 4(a)–4(c) are the his-
tograms for the corresponding encrypted images, and they
exhibit quite flat distributions. In the proposed scheme, the
XOR operation based on DNA coding rules can make the
pixel values of the test images distributed in the range of 0 to
255 evenly. It means that the statistical attack on this scheme
is impracticable.

Besides, the chi-square (χ2) test was introduced to
further verify the homogeneity of the encrypted image
histograms. .e mathematical expression is as follows.

χ2 � 
255

j�0

σj − e 
2

e
, (14)

where j represents the pixel value of 8 grayscale levels and σj

and e denote actual and theoretical frequencies of each gray
value, respectively. When the χ2 test follows 255 degrees of
freedom and significance level of 0.05 and 0.01, χ20.05(255) �

293.24783 and χ20.01(255) � 310.45739 [47]. .e results of
the chi-square test for the proposed image encryption al-
gorithm are shown in Table 9. It is obvious that the χ2-value
of the three test groups is lower than χ20.05(255) and
χ20.01(255)..us, one can conclude that there is no significant
difference between the encrypted image and the uniform
distribution. In other words, the encrypted images produced
by our proposed nonlinear multi-image encryption scheme
passed the chi-square test under 0.05 and 0.01 significance
level and could resist the statistical attack effectively.

4.3. Correlation Analysis. In this part, we will discuss the
ability of the proposed scheme to eliminate the correlation
among adjacent points in images. To calculate the correla-
tion coefficient, 1000 pairs of adjacent pixels in horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal directions are extracted casually from
the three test groups’ images and their corresponding
encrypted ones, respectively..e correlation distributions of
test group 1 in the horizontal direction are shown in Fig-
ure 5. One can intuitively observe the correlation intensity of
adjacent pixel points where the adjacent pixels are linearly
distributed in plaintext images, while randomly distributed
in encrypted images. And the correlation coefficients in
directions HD, VD, and DD for the test images and cor-
responding encrypted images are compiled in Table 10. It is
apparent that the correlation distributions of the original
images in the three directions are highly correlated, totally
different from the ones of the encrypted images with almost
uniform distributions.

In the proposed scheme, the DNA operation and the
chaotic system are utilized to scramble the pixels of the test
images and change the value of pixels, which contribute to
providing a lower correlation between any two adjacent
pixels. Besides, compared with the schemes in [48, 49], the
correlation coefficients of the encrypted images in our
scheme are either smaller than these schemes or close to 0. It
means that our proposed nonlinear multi-image encryption
scheme could provide one noise-like encrypted image,
which has strong resistivity of statistical attack.

4.4. Information Entropy. If the input variable confirms the
uniform distribution, the global Shannon entropy will reach
the maximal value, which represents a great uncertainty..e
entropy of an image with p(mi) representing the probability
of a pixel is

Table 7: Continued.

Image
PSNR (dB)

Resolution ratio
Baboon Lax Woman Barbara

LL + HL + LH 23.3347 27.9507 20.4353 23.7978

512 × 512LL + HL + HH 21.9994 24.9871 17.5307 25.2391
LL + LH + HH 20.0223 26.7670 20.4971 25.8953
LL + HL + LH + HH 21.7028 44.8666 23.4088 42.3084

Table 8: PSNR values for different subimages in test group 3.

Image
PSNR (dB)

Resolution ratio
Couple Airfield Flowers Lake

LL 23.7612 21.2786 21.2690 22.9572

256 × 256LL + HL 26.7980 23.8957 23.1842 25.1712
LL + LH 27.1773 23.9516 23.9700 24.5594
LL + HH 24.7250 22.5693 21.9644 23.4695
LL + HL + LH 27.7772 21.7138 19.9242 31.5062

512 × 512LL + HL + HH 26.2791 21.7087 19.0926 27.0977
LL + LH + HH 27.0403 21.1431 19.4538 26.6705
LL + HL + LH + HH 38.9034 43.1816 36.8264 29.8761

Security and Communication Networks 7
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Figure 3: Histograms for three test groups’ images: (a) “Peppers,” (b) “House,” (c) “Elaine,” (d) “Bridge,” (e) “Baboon,” (f ) “Lax,”
(g) “Woman,” (h) “Barbara,” (i) “Couple,” (j) “Airfield,” (k) “Flower,” and (l) “Lake”.
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Figure 4: Histogram for encrypted images: (a) encrypted image of test group 1, (b) encrypted image of test group 2, and (c) encrypted image
of test group 3.

Table 9: Chi-square test result.

Test group χ2-value χ20.05(255) χ20.01(255) Decision

1 218.7031
293.24783 310.45739

Pass
2 271.3438 Pass
3 250.125 Pass
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Figure 5: Correlation distribution results in the horizontal direction for test group 1: (a) “Peppers,” (b) “House,” (c) “Elaine,” (d) “Bridge,”
and (e) encrypted image of test group 1.
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H(m) � − 
N

i�1
p mi( log2 p mi( . (15)

.e maximal global Shannon entropy for a grayscale
image of 256-level is 8 bits. However, considering the
weakness of the global Shannon entropy including inac-
curacy, inconsistency, and low efficiency, Wu et al. intro-
duced another indicator, namely, local Shannon entropy
[50]. With significance levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, the
critical values of local Shannon entropy are presented in
Table 11. Besides, the local Shannon entropy results are
expected to be within the limits. In this analysis, we ran-
domly selected thirty nonoverlapping image blocks with
16 × 121 pixels from the encrypted image; then, global and
local Shannon entropies were calculated and listed in
Table 11.

.e DNA sequence operation based on Logistic-sine
chaotic system in our proposed scheme can randomly
change the pixel intensity value as well as contribute to
uniform distributions of the encrypted images. As the results
shown in Table 11, the global Shannon entropy of the
encrypted images is very close to 8 bits, and the local ones
meet the critical values. .e results demonstrate that the
pixels of the encrypted images are highly random and the
provided cryptosystem is robust to the entropy attack.

4.5. Key Space Analysis. In this segment, we will evaluate
the ability of this presented scheme to resist brute-force
attacks [44]. In the nonlinear multi-image encryption
scheme, the secret key mainly includes ζ1, ζ2, and α.
According to the simulation results, one can consider that
the Key Space for ζ1 or ζ2 is about 1016 while that for α is
103. What is more, the 256-bit hash value of SHA-256 also
amplifies the Key Space. .us, the total Key Space is

1016 × 1016 × 103 × 2128 � 1035 × 2128 ≈ 1.2037 × 2244, large
to resist the brute-force attack.

4.6. Key Sensitivity Analysis. In our proposed scheme, the
keys are composed of ζ1, ζ2, and α, where the keys ζ1 and ζ2
are the initial values of the chaotic system and the key α is the
fractional order of the RPDFrAT. .eoretically, our pro-
posed scheme is highly sensitive towards keys, which de-
pends on the high sensitivity to initial conditions of the
chaos-based cryptosystem. Besides, the fractional-order α of
the RPDFrAT is also contributed to key sensitivity. .eMSE
curves of keys ζ1, ζ2, and α are presented in Figure 6, re-
spectively. It shows that a little deviation of the correct keys
will necessarily cause a drastic change in the MSE values.
Figure 7 illustrates the decrypted results when one of the
keys slightly deviates from the exact value. Figure 7(a) is the
decryption image when the keys ζ2 and α are correct while
the key ζ1 has a deviation 10−16. Figure 7(b) is the decryption
image when the keys ζ1 and α are correct while the key ζ2 has
a deviation 10−16. Figure 7(c) is the decryption image when
the keys ζ1 and ζ2 keep intact while the key α deviates 10− 3.
.e decryption images generated with the incorrect keys
unable to be recognized indicate that the proposed nonlinear
multi-image encryption scheme has a high sensitivity to the
keys and the aggressors cannot crack the cryptosystem
without knowing the exact keys.

4.7. Differential Attack Analysis. To measure whether this
image encryption scheme can be against differential attacks
or not, the number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and the
uniform average change intensity (UACI) are employed as
usual [44]. .e mathematical expressions of the NPCR and
the UACI are as follows:

Table 10: Correlation coefficients of adjacent pixels.

Image HD VD DD
Peppers 0.9470 0.9489 0.9045
House 0.9647 0.9768 0.9457
Elaine 0.9564 0.9541 0.9389
Bridge 0.9036 0.9286 0.8776

Proposed scheme Encrypted image −0.0043 −0.0011 0.0052
Ref. [48] Encrypted image 0.0187 0.0495 −0.0246
Ref. [49] Encrypted image −0.0142 −0.0092 0.0157

Baboon 0.7079 0.8365 0.6947
Lax 0.7250 0.5911 0.5719

Woman 0.9217 0.8801 0.8507
Barbara 0.9070 0.8567 0.8100

Proposed scheme Encrypted image −0.0024 −0.0034 −0.0070
Ref. [48] Encrypted image −0.2044 0.0392 −0.0143
Ref. [49] Encrypted image −0.0011 −0.0039 −0.0136

Couple 0.9421 0.9106 0.8758
Airfield 0.9360 0.9249 0.9008
Flowers 0.9826 0.9697 0.9580
Lake 0.9330 0.9370 0.9046

Proposed scheme Encrypted image −0.0023 0.0015 −0.0063
Ref. [48] Encrypted image −0.0132 0.0142 0.0110
Ref. [49] Encrypted image 0.0114 0.0126 −0.0021
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255 × X × Y
  × 100%,

K(i, j) �
0, f(i, j) � f′(i, j);

1, f(i, j)≠f′(i, j),

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(16)

where X × Y represents the size of the encrypted image and
f(i, j) and f′(i, j) are corresponding encryption results
where only one pixel is changed in plaintext image. Since our
proposed scheme is a plaintext-related image cryptosystem
by employing the SHA-256 algorithm, the encrypted image
will drastically different when any pixel is changed.

Tables 12 and 13, respectively, list the NPCR and the
UACI values of the encrypted images. N∗0.05, N∗0.01, and
N∗0.001 denote the critical values for NPCR test with sig-
nificance levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively. If the
NPCR test results are higher than these critical values, the
encrypted images are random-like with corresponding

Table 11: Global and local Shannon entropy analysis for the encrypted images.

Test group Global Shannon entropy (bits) Local Shannon entropy (bits)

Local Shannon entropy critical values (bits)

h1∗0.05
left � 7.9019 h1∗0.01

left � 7.9017 h1∗0.001
left � 7.9015

h1∗0.05
right � 7.9030 h1∗0.01

right � 7.9032 h1∗0.001
right � 7.9034

1 7.9978 7.9030 Pass Pass Pass
2 7.9972 7.9026 Pass Pass Pass
3 7.9973 7.9029 Pass Pass Pass
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Figure 6: MSE curve of the key: (a) ζ1, (b) ζ2, and (c) α.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Decrypted images with deviated keys: (a) ζ1 � 0.5762 + 10−16, (b) ζ2 � 1.0714 + 10−16, and (c) α � 0.2 + 10−3.
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significance levels. Similarly, the critical values of the
UACI test are composed of U∗−

η and U∗+
η , where η rep-

resents significance level. For the UACI test, the results are
expected to be kept between U∗−

η and U∗+
η with an η-level

of significance. From Tables 12 and 13, both of the tests
have high coincidence rates under different significance
levels. It can be inferred that the proposed nonlinear multi-
image encryption scheme is helpful in defeating the dif-
ferential attack.

4.8. Noise Attack Analysis and Occlusion Attack Analysis.
.e white Gaussian noise (WGN) with zero-mean and unit
standard deviation is added to the encrypted image as

C1 � C0 + kG, (17)

where C1 is the encrypted image with the WGN, C0 is the
encrypted image without noise, G represents the WGN, and
k denotes the noise intensity. And the corresponding
decrypted images of test group 1 under different noise at-
tacks are shown in Figure 8. Besides, the values of the MSE
and the PSNR are listed in Table 14 to describe the quality of
decrypted results mathematically. It can be observed that the
decryption images of test group 1 are still visually recog-
nizable since there exist rough features the same as the
original ones. .ough the decryption performances decrease
when the noise strength increases, the values of the MSE and
the PSNR indicate the similarity between the original images
and recovered ones. .erefore, our proposed nonlinear
multi-image encryption scheme is competent to some ro-
bustness against noise attacks.

Moreover, considering a practical situation that the
encrypted image may be deliberately occluded by unac-
credited attackers in transmission, the encrypted image is
partially cropped with different sizes to analyze the ability to
resist the occlusion attacks. .e corresponding decryption
images are shown in Figure 9, and the results of the MSE and
the PSNR are listed in Table 15. .e higher the values of the
PSNR are, the more similar the decrypted images are to
original images. In the results, we can see that the major
characteristics of the decryption images are still preserved,
though they have become blurry. .at is because the main
features of the multiple original images have been spread
over the entire encrypted image by the 2D LWT and chaos-
based scramble-diffuse operations. Deductively, the pro-
posed scheme has a certain degree of survivability against
occlusion attacks.

4.9. Analysis of Withstanding Four Typical Attacks. .e four
classical attacks are ciphertext-only attack, chosen-ciphertext
attack, known-plaintext attack, and chosen-plaintext attack
(CPA). Among them, CPA is the most forceful attack; thus, if
the proposed image encryption scheme can resist CPA, it can
also performwell in withstanding the other three typical attacks
[1]. .e proposed scheme is a plaintext-related image crypto-
system where the keys are associated with multiple plaintext
images..erefore, any pixel changes in the plaintext images will
cause the generated chaotic sequences to change

correspondingly, as well as the encrypted image. In addition,
with the DNA sequence operations, it is more difficult for
attackers to deduce the exact keys. .erefore, attackers with
CPA will only get a scrambled matrix and cannot obtain
beneficial information between the plaintext images and the
corresponding encrypted image. It indicates that the proposed
nonlinear multi-image cryptosystem has the competence to
protest CPA and the other three typical attacks.

4.10. Computation Complexity Analysis. .e execution ef-
ficiency of one image cryptosystem is an important practical
issue that needs to be considered. In this part, we will give the
computation complexity analysis. In the proposed nonlinear
multi-image cryptosystem, the computation complexity is
mainly related to the scrambling and diffusion operations.
One real-valued intermediate encrypted image from
RPDFrAT will be scrambled and diffused by the DNA se-
quence operation and chaotic system, so the first time-
consuming part in computation is the operation of multi-
plying floating point numbers for the generation of chaotic
sequences. Hence, the time complexity is Θ(2 × N × N) for
the image of size N × N. For the DNA sequence operations,
the second time-consuming part is the number of the DNA
complementary and XOR operations..e time complexity is
Θ(24 × N × N). In addition, for the scrambling process at
the pixel level, the time complexity is Θ(N × N). .erefore,
the total time complexity of the proposed nonlinear multi-
image cryptosystem is Θ(24 × N × N), which is similar to
the results in [1, 51] but less efficient than the scheme in [52].
Obviously, the DNA encoding and decoding operations take
a lot of time. However, considering the advent of DNA
computers, the DNA sequence operations may be imple-
mented faster, also for the proposed scheme.

4.11. Comparison with Existing Works. .e proposed non-
linear multi-image encryption scheme has been compared
with the preexisting chaos-based schemes [52–57] in Ta-
ble 16. Firstly, the proposed algorithm can encrypt and
decrypt four grayscale images at the same time, while the
schemes presented in [52, 53] are only suitable for a single
image. .erefore, compared with [52, 53], this proposed
multi-image encryption scheme is more efficient. More-
over, the Logistic-sine chaotic system is employed for better
performance in pseudorandomness and ergodicity. .e
DNA sequence operations combined with the Logistic-sine
chaotic map are used to hide plaintext information for
higher security. Compared with algorithms in [54–56], the
proposed scheme is highly resistant to various security
attacks with the DNA encoding operation. In Table 17, the
proposed scheme is compared with [49, 58–60] from
several security analysis indicators. .e results of infor-
mation entropy are obtained from the encrypted image of
“Elaine”, which was encrypted by the corresponding
scheme. .e comparison of information entropy serves to
show that the result of our scheme is either better or very
near to the entropies of other schemes. .e UACI and the
NPCR test results of the proposed scheme are similar to the
results of [49, 58–60] and close to the ideal values; they
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Table 12: NPCR test results.

.eoretical NPCR critical values
NPCR(%)

Test group 1 Test group 2 Test group 3
N∗0.05 � 99.5693%

99.65 99.68 99.66N∗0.01 � 99.5527%
N∗0.001 � 99.5341%

Table 13: UACI test result.

.eoretical UACI critical values
UACI(%)

Test group 1 Test group 2 Test group 3
U∗−0.05 � 33.2824%

33.55 33.58 33.54

U∗+0.05 � 33.6447%
U∗−0.01 � 33.2255%
U∗+0.01 � 33.7016%
U∗−0.001 � 33.1594%
U∗+0.001 � 33.7677%

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 8: Continued.
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(m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 8: Noise attacks analysis in the encrypted image of test group 1: (a–d) decrypted images of “Peppers,” “House,” “Elaine,” and
“Bridge,” respectively, with the noise intensity k � 0.5, (e–h) decrypted results with the noise intensity k � 1, (i–l) decrypted results with the
noise intensity k � 5, and (m–p) decrypted results with the noise intensity k � 10.

Table 14: .e MSE and PSNR values of test group 1 with the white Gaussian noise.

.e intensity of the white Gaussian noise Image MSE PSNR (dB)

k � 0.5

Decrypted “Peppers” 1152.9237 17.5128
Decrypted “House” 848.3636 18.8450
Decrypted “Elaine” 830.1441 18.9393
Decrypted “Bridge” 1128.4652 17.6059

k � 1

Decrypted “Peppers” 1672.5266 15.8971
Decrypted “House” 1287.4921 17.0334
Decrypted “Elaine” 1203.8451 17.3251
Decrypted “Bridge” 1687.9173 15.8573

k � 5

Decrypted “Peppers” 2329.1915 14.4588
Decrypted “House” 2106.6591 14.8949
Decrypted “Elaine” 2074.7117 14.9612
Decrypted “Bridge” 2486.3427 14.1752

k � 10

Decrypted “Peppers” 2848.1021 13.5852
Decrypted “House” 2562.9442 14.0434
Decrypted “Elaine” 2379.4283 14.3661
Decrypted “Bridge” 3111.0023 13.2018

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f ) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 9: Continued.
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prove that the proposed encryption scheme forcefully re-
sists differential attacks. Table 18 listed the Key Space of
[49, 52, 55, 60, 61]. .e Key Space of our proposed scheme
has value more than 2128, which is sufficient to defeat the
brute-force attack.

Reference [62] proposed a multi-grayscale-image en-
cryption scheme in a cross-coupled manner. Multiple
grayscale images will be reconstructed into one image, and
then two piecewise linear chaotic maps (PWLCM) are cross-
coupled to carry out the permutation-diffusion operation in

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

Figure 9: Occlusion attack results.

Table 15: .e MSE and PSNR values of test group 1 with data loss.

Data loss in cipher Image MSE PSNR (dB)

Figure 9(a)

Decrypted “Peppers” 1631.2076 16.0057
Decrypted “House” 1370.5680 16.7618
Decrypted “Elaine” 1635.5325 15.9942
Decrypted “Bridge” 1864.8458 15.4244

Figure 9(f )

Decrypted “Peppers” 2244.3347 14.6199
Decrypted “House” 2024.8464 15.0669
Decrypted “Elaine” 1945.2161 15.2411
Decrypted “Bridge” 2267.7465 14.5739

Figure 9(k)

Decrypted “Peppers” 2288.5194 14.5353
Decrypted “House” 1838.9888 15.4850
Decrypted “Elaine” 1810.6396 15.5525
Decrypted “Bridge” 2441.6336 14.2540

Figure 9(p)

Decrypted “Peppers” 2775.3518 13.6976
Decrypted “House” 2400.4469 14.3279
Decrypted “Elaine” 2252.1406 14.6048
Decrypted “Bridge” 3011.6712 13.3427

Table 16: Comparison of different image encryption algorithms.

Algorithms Types of encryption Chaotic maps DNA sequence operation
Proposed scheme Multi-image Logistic-sine chaotic map Yes
Reference [54] Multi-image Henon map, logistic map No
Reference [55] Multi-image PWLCM system No
Reference [56] Multi-image PWLCM system No
Reference [57] Multi-image PWLCM system Yes
Reference [52] Single image 2D logistic chaotic map Yes
Reference [53] Single image 3D Lorenz chaotic system, Chen’s 4D hyperchaotic system Yes
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this reshaped image. .e encrypted image will be separated
to yield the final multiple cipher images. However, the se-
curity of this scheme is insufficient in some cases. .us, [63]
proposed an improved scheme, which employed two dif-
ferent layers of cross-coupled PWLCM systems and flip
operations. Both our proposed scheme and schemes in
[62, 63] are plaintext-related cryptosystems and encrypt
multiple grayscale images with scrambling-diffusion oper-
ations. However, in our proposed algorithm, transform
domain operations and DNA sequence operations are uti-
lized for higher security compared with [62, 63]. In [56], the
cryptosystem also uses the PWLCM only to encrypt multiple
images. Besides, Chen et al. put a self-adaptive permutation
and diffusion architecture to yield cipher from a single
grayscale image, which only performs scrambling operation
once time with DNA coding [64]. However, in addition to
the DNA sequence operation and chaotic map, our proposed
scheme introduced transform domain operation to encrypt
multi-images as well.

5. Conclusion

A nonlinear multi-image encryption scheme is presented. .e
main features of multiple original images are extracted with the
2D lifting wavelet transform, and the information of original
images is compressed into a small amount of data as well. Next,
the reality-preserving discrete fractional angular transform is
employed to produce a real-valued intermediate output, which
is convenient to transfer, display, and store. Ultimately, the
scrambling-diffusion operations are conducted with the com-
bination of the deoxyribonucleic acid sequence operations and
Logistic-sine chaotic system, which promises a bright prospect
with the development of DNA computer. .e proposed lossy
multi-image encryption scheme could greatly improve the
encryption efficiency at the cost of the quality of decryption
images. Moreover, the lossy multi-image encryption scheme is
robust and secure against various attacks where the deoxy-
ribonucleic acid sequence operations are nonlinear and the
main keys are associated with the original images.
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